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Abstract  
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) is the largest donor of short-term humanitarian aid to Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC). A quantitative analysis of USAID’s disaster relief funding for LAC from 2001-2019 was conducted to determine trends of its contracting practices and their impact on providing relief to LAC citizens. The findings demonstrate that USAID provides billions of dollars in assistance, but the results of relief projects helping individual recipients in need are ambiguous. 93% foreign aid contracts are awarded to U.S. businesses. The United States views short-term assistance programs to foreign nations as investments in the long-term growth of a globalized economy. It is recommended that the LAC for-profit and non-profit organizations follow a similar strategy and capitalize on the assured assistance of USAID.
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1. Introduction
The United States of America is a major contributor to humanitarian efforts around the world. The budget is set aside to assist with people who have suffered from natural disasters like tsunamis, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes which create humanitarian crises. Climatic change and environmental damage cause life-threatening droughts, flooding, landslides, and pollution. People lose their homes and crops, and/or they do not have access to clean drinking water, food, or medicine. The United States (U.S.) government also provides relief to citizens who are trapped in regions of political unrest, violence, and crime and are forced to migrate as refugees and seek asylum in neighboring countries.

In 2020, the total U.S. budget including all foreign and domestic programs is 1.7 trillion dollars (USAspending.gov, 2019). The 2021 budget for humanitarian assistance is 6.4 billion (ForeignAssistance.gov, 2020). The US defines foreign assistance as:

aid as given by the United States to other countries to support global peace, security, and development efforts, and provide humanitarian relief during times of crisis. It is a strategic, economic, and moral imperative for the United States and vital to U.S. national security. (ForeignAssistance.gov, 2020).

The United States supports allied or partner countries to ensure regional and global stability. In turn, the support builds countries’ economies and markets, and the United States has a moral obligation to help victims of war, violence, and natural disasters (Ingram, 2020).

Assistance or aid is categorized into long-term and short-term objectives. The long-term objective is named international development: sustainable growth of economic institutions and persons' access to the economic system, access to a democratic political system, human development, and the reduction of global migration and refugees, poverty, conflict, and the destruction of the environment (Oxford, 1970). The short-term objective is humanitarian assistance: to save lives, lessen misery, and maintain dignity after or preparing for foreseeable natural or manmade disasters. According to the United Nations, all programs and policies should be built based on the “key humanitarian principles of: humanity, impartiality, neutrality and independence” (Bagshaw, 2012).

U.S. government foreign aid is divided into nine categories: humanitarian assistance; democracy, human rights, and governance; environment; multi-sector; peace and security; health; educational and social services; economic development, and program development (ForeignAssistance.gov, 2020). Crisis intervention is 14% of the total foreign aid budget. Its funding is distributed to multi-lateral organizations like the United Nations and International Red Cross and foreign and domestic agencies: Governmental Organizations (GOs), Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), enterprises, faith-based institutions, and universities. Additionally, the aid supports relief efforts managed by the U.S. State and Defense Departments. It also purchases U.S. agricultural goods for populations in crisis around the globe (McBride, 2008).

Most of the foreign assistance is managed by the United States Agency of International Development (USAID), a branch of the State Department, and works in over 100 developing countries worldwide. USAID works with long-term development projects and short-term relief projects divided into sectors: Global Development Lab, Agriculture and Food Security, Democracy- Human Rights and Governance, Economic Growth and Trade, Education, Environment and
Global Climate Change, Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment, Global Health, Humanitarian Assistance, Water and Sanitation, and Working in Crisis and Conflict. The sectors' work is divided into regions: Afghanistan and Pakistan, Africa, Asia, Europe, and Eurasia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East ("What We Do", 2018).

In 2019, USAID's total budget for the world was US$39.3 billion, and US$16.8 billion was appropriated for all humanitarian assistance (USAID, 2018). The Bureau of Humanitarian Assistance defines its mission as “to save lives, alleviate human suffering, and reduce the impact of disasters by helping people in need become more self-reliant” (Humanitarian Assistance, 2020). A major recipient of funding is Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC). From 2010-2019, USAID's partner countries in LAC are Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, The Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, and Venezuela (USAID, 2019).

At first glance, the United States seems to be a benevolent donor to its neighboring countries to the South when they are in moments of crises: natural disasters, famine, disease, conflict, and forced migration. However, it comes into question whether LAC countries pay political, economic, and social costs accepting U.S. assistance. Is the LAC forced to be an ally or partner of the United States due to fragile democracies, markets, or political stability? Is the LAC capable of taking care of its vulnerable populations in a time of disaster or crisis? Even in 2020, the assistance could be viewed as the formation of banana republics as the United States looks for cheap labor and natural resources. On the other hand, LAC may still require foreign capital and assistance to thrive (Williams, 2013).

USAID funds the polling of Latin American citizens in the Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) to guide U.S. and foreign policymakers in economic and political goals. In LAPOP's surveys called the “Americas' Barometer,” researchers have revealed that the most important perceived problems facing Latin Americans are the economy and crime. Corruption is perceived as less of a problem since it has become normalized as a political practice. Even though the economy is not as stable as Latin Americans would have hoped, there is still a notion that national economies and personal wealth are increasing. There is a feeling of prosperity in the region. However, the reality is different from perception. In the 2010-2012 LAPOP survey, Latin Americans felt that crime and corruption had decreased even though in some countries they had increased. Fear of crime and corruption exist, but they are considered less important than one's personal wealth. (Segilson et al., 2012). Capitalistic economics based on the consumption of goods and services are fueled by optimism. If Latin Americans believe they are better off economically than before, they will consume more and therefore, increase their participation in the globalized economy.

All countries' economies are strongly linked. No country in North America, Central America, South America, and the Caribbean or the Americas can develop economically on their own. The consumption of imported and exported goods produces growth. U.S. foreign policy and USAID programming are designed to ensure basic human needs are met;
stability grows, economies expand, and in turn, the consumption of products increases. The investment of USAID in the LAC is a necessity for economic prosperity in the United States and all its partner countries. Long-term development or short-term aid both promote goodwill, security, and stability which create a perception of wealth in the Americas. USAID exists to keep this estimation alive potentially permitting all Americans to prosper. Therefore, USAID will assure funding for long-term development and short-term assistance programs to LAC partner countries. This article will examine U.S. short-term humanitarian assistance in times of natural and manmade disasters or crisis. The foreign assistance policy of the United States is tactical, designed to strengthen global economies and therefore, the U.S. economy. USAID's partner countries' policymakers, businesses, and non-profit organizations should exploit the humanitarian, economic, and political benefits when receiving short-term assistance as the U.S. does when donating it.

2. Methodology
The focus of this study is short-term humanitarian assistance projects due to its urgency, immediate impact on a region, and the ability to measure trends and implications. The effectiveness or success of long-term development projects is harder to determine because of their duration: modification in funding (donors, recipients, and amounts) and change in foreign and domestic political leaders, policies, and interests over time (Elayah, 2016). Due to the complexity of the social, political, and economic issues fueling humanitarian assistance in LAC, the research method is designed to provide both a description and explanation of the phenomena using both qualitative and quantitative data. (Glicken, 2003). In this study, historical and current international organizations and U.S. policies, guidelines, and laws are extensively outlined. Data from U.S. government databases on the funding of assistance projects and programs, official U.S. financial and procedural audits of those projects and programs, as well as official criteria and approvals from 2001-2019, are analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively to provide a US view of its work in the LAC region. As a result, the trends and implications of humanitarian assistance from 2001-2019 can be determined. The research of documents starting from 2001 was based on historical events in the region. After the terrorist attacks on New York City and Washington D.C on September 11, 2001, there was a major shift in U.S. foreign policy and its long and short-term aid to create stability and safety globally and therefore, reduce the growth of extremist or terrorist groups who threatened the United States and its allies. In addition, there has also been an increase in aid given directly to the U.S. and foreign independent contractors: NGOs, private enterprises, and faith-based and multi-lateral organizations from 2001-2019. At the beginning of the research process, the assumption is that private contractors were used to improve efficiency and effectiveness and reduce the potential of money being squandered in governmental bureaucracy and corruption scandals.

The selection of summaries of financial and funding reports and raw data are mainly from the U.S. government websites and databases due to their accessibility to the public. All U.S. government agencies, including USAID, have all their project summaries and financial reports published online. Raw data was also downloaded and analyzed systematically without prejudice or allegiance to a U.S. or foreign agency or office. During preliminary research, it was
discovered that LAC project programming and funding reports from foreign agencies who received aid were paid for by USAID. Therefore, they reflected the U.S. reports' findings. However, despite the biased view of foreign reports, they provide a window into the world of humanitarian assistance and its trends, actors, and effectiveness can be deduced. Expectantly, the understanding of the USAID's policy and funding of humanitarian assistance will guide recipients in how to capitalize on short-term aid from the United States.

The theoretical framework of the study is based on international law and guidelines for effective international development and aid. In the United Nations' Universal Declaration of Human rights, Article 3 states “Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person” (General Assembly, 1948). Therefore, all United Nations (UN) members must ensure that their citizens are able to survive and are secure from any disaster. The UN's Committee of Economic, Social, and Cultural rights further states that if a country cannot assist its citizens in a time of crisis, it must find an entity that can (Heath, 2011, p.447). Now that UN member states are legally bound to provide humanitarian assistance, the most effective aid delivery system comes into question. For this study, the theory that the recipient country or community knows what the best plan is to aid it in a time of crisis is applied (Sachs, 2006). Countries should have the potential natural and manmade disasters mapped out and should calculate which of their populations are most at-risk. They should also determine to what extent and when their regions will be affected. The recipient country must adhere to international law: humanitarian assistance is a basic human right and if the country cannot honor that right, the country must cooperate and find international entities to protect and preserve the lives of its citizens.

3. Discussion

A. United Nations and Humanitarian Assistance

To begin the discussion of assistance, an overview of the largest provider of humanitarian assistance in the world, the United Nations (UN), is given to understand the position of USAID in Latin America and the world. The UN has served as a diplomatic forum to organize and aid its 193 state members since 1945. After the devastation of World War II, world leaders saw the need to assure political and economic stability throughout the world. Just in 2020 alone, it is predicted that 168 million people or 2% of the world's population will need humanitarian assistance in the areas of housing, food, healthcare, education, and protection. LAC has been a concern due to its social disturbances, and emerging democratic process, and economic markets. It is also the second most vulnerable region to natural disasters due to environmental conditions and climate change in the world (OCHA, 2019). The UN is designed to help mitigate these humanitarian issues.

The UN divides its member nations into regions. The Latin American and Caribbean Group (GRULAC) consists of 33 member states which are 17% of total member nations (United Nations DGACM, n.d.). Due to its size and social, political, and environmental vulnerability, the UN creates programs that respond specifically to the humanitarian needs of GRULAC, the second-most disaster-prone region in the world (OCHA, 2019). The Pacific and Andean regions are home to the Ring of Fire where volcanic eruptions and earthquakes have destroyed rural and urban centers (See Figure 2). In addition, the effects of climate change have created many adverse results in the region. Extreme weather variation has caused lower than expected rates of food production, and higher rates of famine and economic strife
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for farmers and consumers. Farmers are constantly at risk of losing their crops and consumers must pay higher prices for their food due to lower supply. Unseasonably high temperatures and low-rainfall cause also cause wildfires. Manmade fires lit to prepare fields for farming and ranching have also increased. Finally, the largest problem is flooding caused by excessive rainfall and deforestation (See Figure 2). Recently, the violence triggered by rebel groups, drug cartels, and autocratic leaders has caused great social and economic instability. Colombia’s 50 year-long armed conflict and fight for drug production territory have caused “by far the biggest humanitarian catastrophe of the Western Hemisphere” (Canby, 2004, p.31). Central American communities have also been devastated by drug-related crime and violence and are migrating to Mexico and the United States. In Venezuela, scarcities of food and medicine and extremely high rates of inflation have caused over 4.5 million people to migrate to neighboring countries and, as far as, North America and Europe. By 2021, 500 thousand more Venezuelan citizens are expected to leave their country. Currently, it is one of the largest migration crises in the world (OCHA, 2019).

The UN is designed to discuss, plan, and provide assistance to such grave and complex situations and claims that most humanitarian crises (political, economic, and climatic) can be predicted. This theory allows for a policy of “anticipatory action... a pre-agreed action plan that outlines feasible an impactful intervention; pre-arranged contingency financing that is predictable and fast” (OCHA, 2019, p.82). They are always “early warning signs” and “forecasting tools” that can predict forthcoming disasters (OCHA, 2019, p.83). Good planning and budgeting create efficiency in project execution and spending. The Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) and Country-based Pooled Funds (CBPF) are reserves that can be used in critical situations in a timely and cost-efficient matter. In 2019, over US$494 million were designated quickly to overt or relieve humanitarian calamities (OCHA, 2019, p. 84). Predictions of regions’ vulnerabilities, pre-approved plans, and budgets, and audits of every contribution and expenditure improve living standards, increase financial stability, and provide protection with military support. It also motivates donor nations, like the United States, to contribute to future disasters. The anticipatory action produces the efficiency required for effective humanitarian aid results.

B. USAID’s Historical and Future Objectives

U.S. foreign policy is congruent with the UN’s guidelines of providing humanitarian assistance and has directed USAID’s global initiatives from its start in 1961 until today. On November 3, 1961, President John F. Kennedy inaugurated USAID. Kennedy voiced to the world that the United States has a moral obligation to provide aid. In his speech he stated:

There is no escaping our obligations: our moral obligations as a wise leader and good neighbor in the interdependent community of free nations – our economic obligations as the wealthiest people in a world of largely poor people, as a nation no longer dependent upon the loans from abroad that once helped us develop our own economy – and our political obligations as the single largest counter to the adversaries of freedom (USAID History, 2018).

Kennedy presents the United States as an intelligent and economically strong country that is adept at assisting in times of crisis. He echoes upon prior policies in the 1950s which aimed to strengthen foreign economies and allow them to grow under
capitalism. The United States wanted to expand its export market and reduce foreign countries’ interest in Communism. In the 1960s, long-term development was USAID’s focus. However, in the 1970s there was a shift to concentrate on basic human needs: food, health, education, and shelter. It also began family planning programs to control population growth. In the 1980s, it changed course to building foreign economies with large-scale efforts to provide employment opportunities and increase international market competitiveness. After the fall of Communism in 1989 and the threat of the USSR infiltrating the free market system had diminished, USAID shifted its focus, once again, to countries becoming economically independent and being able to take care of its citizens in times of crises and the long-term. In the 2000s, USAID is working on being more fiscally responsible to U.S. taxpayers. It needs more concrete results and efficiency to justify every dollar spent. As a result, it hires U.S. and foreign contractors and sub-contractors (NGOs) to conduct the work abroad. Its reduction in bureaucracy decreases its spending, but the programs’ effectiveness is harder to determine (USAID History, 2018).

After looking at a historical overview of USAID’s goals, one of its original objectives still rings true today as USAID’s director, Mark Green (2018) stated “foreign assistance must always serve American interests” (Wong, 2018). In fact, in all the annual reports written from 2001-2019 for the U.S. Congress examined, the agency directors reiterate that USAID augments U.S. economic growth. All countries that receive assistance from USAID will become more self-reliant politically and economically. As countries become more independent and wealthier, they can buy more U.S. exports. From 2008-2018, 66% of the growth attributed to U.S. exports was because of trading with USAID partner countries. The rise in exports was vital in pulling the United States out of the 2008 recession. In 2015 alone, 11.5 million jobs were created due to U.S. exports. Almost 95% of the world’s consumers and 80% of the world’s purchasing power are in foreign countries. Therefore, supporting partner countries’ economies that consume U.S. exports is of uttermost importance (Fox & Broughton, 2018).

The continuation of future foreign assistance is guaranteed by the U.S. State Department and USAID. They have outlined in their Joint Strategic Goals for 2018 to 2022 (USAID, 2018, p. 3) the plan to foster stability, diplomacy, and economic growth around the world.

**Table 1.** U.S. State Department and USAID Joint Strategic Goals 2018 to 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal 1: Protect America’s Security at Home and Abroad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1: Counter the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) and their Delivery Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2: Defeat ISIS, al Qa’ida, and other Transnational terrorist organizations, and counter state-sponsored, regional, and local terrorist groups that threaten U.S. national security interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3: Counter instability, transnational crime, and violence that threaten U.S. interests by strengthening citizen-responsive governance, security, democracy, human rights, and rule of law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4: Increase capacity and strengthen the resilience of our partners and allies to deter aggression, coercion, and malign influence by state and non-state actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5: Strengthen U.S. border security and protect U.S. citizens abroad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goal 2: Renew America’s Competitive Advantage for Sustained Economic Growth and Job Creation**
2.1: Promote American prosperity by advancing bilateral relationships and leveraging international institutions and agreements to open markets, secure commercial opportunities, and foster investment and innovation to contribute to U.S. job creation.

2.2: Promote healthy, educated, and productive populations in partner countries to drive inclusive and sustainable development, open new markets and support U.S. prosperity and security objectives.

2.3: Advance U.S. economic security by ensuring energy security, combating corruption, and promoting market-oriented economic and governance reforms.

Goal 3: Promote American Leadership through Balanced Engagement

3.1: Transition nations from assistance recipients to enduring diplomatic, economic, and security partners.

3.2: Engage international fora to further American values and foreign policy goals while seeking more equitable burden-sharing.

3.3: Increase partnerships with the private sector and civil society organizations to mobilize support and resources and shape foreign public opinion.

3.4: Project American values and leadership by preventing the spread of disease and providing humanitarian relief.

Goal 4: Ensure Effectiveness and Accountability to the American Taxpayer

4.1: Strengthen the effectiveness and sustainability of our diplomacy and development investments.

4.2: Provide modern and secure infrastructure and operational capabilities to support effective diplomacy and development.

4.3: Enhance workforce performance, leadership, engagement, and accountability to execute our mission efficiently and effectively.

4.4: Strengthen the security and safety of the workforce and physical assets.

Source: Official USAID and State Department Document (USAID, 2018)

The goals demonstrate that stability, diplomacy, and wealth are highly connected and cannot be separated from one another. In the name of democracy, the U.S. Secretary of State, Rex W. Tillerson, states that the U.S. national and economic security are currently at risk and the U.S. “must leverage America’s competitive advantage to achieve economic growth and job creation” (USAID, 2018, p.11). These goals are being strategically implemented in all LAC countries today and will continue to do so until a partner country refuses funding from USAID or the State Department and ends diplomatic ties.

C. USAID and Humanitarian Assistance in LAC

In the LAC region, USAID is the greatest contributor of humanitarian assistance before and after natural and manmade disasters. The USAID Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance is mainly responsible for the distribution and management of funds to the Americas (See Figure 1). From 2004-2013, USAID provided more than US$980 million in humanitarian aid and disaster prevention to LAC partner countries (USAID, 2014) due to the high number of emergencies caused by mostly flooding, severe storms such as hurricanes, wild and manmade fires, earthquakes, and volcanos (See Figure 2).
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There is also been aid given during socio-political phenomena such as violence and migration due to political unrest, authoritarian governments, and illicit drug production and trafficking. The benevolence of the United States is considered one of its core values, but also the instability of any kind is harmful to trade. A country suffering from turmoil is not in conditions to consume U.S. products. Its citizens are simply trying to survive. USAID provides food, shelter, water, and health services in a disaster quickly, so the partner country can return to its economic activities such as importing U.S. products and exporting products to the United States as soon as possible. (Fox & Broghton, 2018).

Figure 1. USAID Map: Disasters in Latin American and the Caribbean in 2019

Source: Image from USAID.gov (2020).

Figure 2. Number and Type of Disasters Declared in LAC 2004-2013

Source: USAID.gov (2020).

Figure 3. USAID Humanitarian Assistance Frequency from 2001-2019

Source: Customized figure developed from the USAID database (https://explorer.usaid.gov/) (2020).

Figure 3 represents a sample from LAC countries representing the regions of the Americas: North, Central, and South America and the Caribbean. From 2001-2019, each region has received funding for emergency, crisis and recovery, and refugees/Internally displaced assistance. Emergency assistance provides basic humans needs. Crisis Assistance and Recovery is funding used for finding permanent solutions to health, education, and housing. Refugee and Internally Displaced is both for immediate and continual aid for people forced out of their homes or countries due to violence or lack of economic opportunity. For example, Nicaragua has received emergency and crisis assistance due to natural disasters such as flooding and drought. While Colombia has received assistance due to internally displaced citizens because of the violence caused by armed conflict. Displaced Venezuelans are in dire need of food, shelter, medicine, and employment and have migrated to other regions.

As shown in Figure 4, Colombia is a special USAID member in LAC. It has been one of the largest beneficiaries of the region in the 2000s due to its location, potential trading power, and threats to its citizens’ security. Colombia is strategically located in South America with two modern ports in the cities of Cartagena on the Caribbean and Buenaventura on the

Source: USAID.gov (2020).
Pacific Ocean. Both ports have proximity to the Panama Canal, a vital waterway for world trade. Colombia also borders Venezuela which since the presidency of Hugo Chavez (1999-2013) and current president, Nicolas Maduro, has become an increasing economic and political danger to the United States and Latin America. Its presidential policies and the U.S. sanctions in reaction to Maduro's policies have caused an economic and humanitarian crisis that has paralyzed the once-prosperous nation and major U.S. trading partner. Its citizens are forced to flee into neighboring countries such as Colombia. By 2018, an estimated 3 million Venezuelans left their country, and the United States gave 96 million dollars in food and health aid mostly to Colombia to aid the migrants. An estimated 1.4 million Venezuelans will have migrated to Colombia by the end of 2020 (Wong, 2018).

**Figure 4. USAID Humanitarian Assistance 2001-2019**

![Customized figure developed from the USAID database](https://explorer.usaid.gov/). (2020).

Colombia is classified by USAID as an “upper middle income” country which means it has great potential buying power (Office of the Inspector General, 2018). It ranks the same as Mexico and Brazil economically which means US companies see its potential and want to invest in the country's capital and companies. Finally, Colombia is also a special case in Latin America due to its history of armed conflict against rebel forces for the past 50 years. The United States developed Plan Colombia in 2000 to aid in the areas of security, democracy, justice, environmental protection, job creation, human rights, land rights, and protection of minorities: Afro-Colombian and indigenous groups. The majority of Plan Colombia's budget, an average of US$540 million a year, was for military support and coca leaf eradication by fumigation (USAID, 2016). However, USAID had funding of its own and was one of the key distributors of humanitarian services. Colombia received over US$200 million from 2001-2019, far greater than any other LAC nation represented (See Figure 4).

**D. Trends in Humanitarian Assistance Delivery in LAC**

Since 2001, the trend in delivering humanitarian assistance is to reduce government to government donations and to increase private contractors to deliver goods and services for humanitarian assistance. Private firms are considered more efficient and cost-effective and service delivery inefficiency is considered a major problem in the United States and Latin America. The perception is that when LAC countries receive monetary or goods donations, they are lost in governmental bureaucracy, and services are not delivered at all, only partially delivered, or delayed. Vulnerable LAC populations may not receive the aid they need promptly and suffer while governments develop ways to deliver services or simply do not deliver them at all. The delivery process may be considered corrupt or dysfunctional.

To combat corruption and bureaucracy and be in accordance with the U.S. State Department and USAID Joint Strategic Goal 2.3 (See Table 1), most USAID contracts are not given to US or foreign governments. However, when a contract is won by a government, the United States receives 93% of the contracts. Only 7% of USAID funding
USAID's Assured Assistance: USAID's Humanitarian Aid in Latin America and the Caribbean 2001-2019 is given to LAC governments. The majority of awards go to for-profit enterprises. They are awarded 39% of contracts with 65% of them going to U.S. businesses. Next, are NGOs which win 24% of contracts are more balanced with 52% from the U.S. and 48% foreign. The rest of the contracts are given to multi-laterals like the United Nations and the International Red Cross, church or faith-based groups, and universities. Contracts awarded to church or faith-based groups have raised concerns. Even though they only are 8% of USAID's awarded contracts, federally funded programs are not to endorse or favor any particular religion (Marsden, 2012). However, USAID claims that religious organizations that are being contracted only provide services that do not require recipient populations to participate in any religious acts.

Figure 5. USAID Humanitarian Assistance 2001-2019: Number of Contracts Per Type of Recipient

![Graph showing distribution of contracts](https://explorer.usaid.gov/)

The largest criticism of USAID's humanitarian assistance is in the United States, where accountability and justification for spending U.S. tax dollars are under constant scrutiny. Even President Obama (2009) worried that most of the USAID contracts were going to U.S. companies and the budget was being spent on administrative costs such as offices, housing, transportation, and payroll. The 1933 Buy American Act designed to ensure U.S. products were bought is used to justify contracting domestic firms for USAID projects (Roberts, 2014). However, the firms' promised direct services may not be exactly what USAID, taxpayers, or the recipient LAC countries expected.

Humanitarian assistance spending may be dedicated to overhead more than services rendered. Missing and/or unspecific data and undisclosed contract terms make the task of figuring out where the funding is being spent exceedingly difficult (Roberts, 2014). On the publicly accessible official U.S. databases (foreignassistance.gov; explorer.usaid.gov) spending amounts, suppliers, and names and types of assistance projects are available to the public, but the specifics of each contract and spending per item per contract are not noted. Even professional auditors have trouble deciphering where the funding is being spent exactly. The U.S. Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducted an audit of USAID expenditures from 1999-
2019. A large percentage of projects were marked as having unsatisfactory contract terms, project management and/or internal controls, coordination among development partners and/or operations, employee training, and compliance with regulations or procedures. There were also questionable costs, unreliable data, and suspected fraud (Office of Inspector General, 2010). The result is that it is difficult to determine exactly what the money for humanitarian assistance is being spent on. Therefore, it is extremely easy to overspend on overhead costs, misuse funds, and reduce the number of direct services being distributed to vulnerable populations.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
The ideal result for short-term humanitarian assistance in a time of crisis is that all parties benefit: the donors (government and its citizens) and the recipients (governments and its citizens). If a population is devastated by a natural or manmade disaster whether it be an earthquake or violence, economic prosperity is not possible. Humanitarian assistance is needed to relieve the short-term negative effects on multiple levels. The first level is the immediate outreach needed in an emergency such as a landslide or earthquake. The next one is to provide short-term healthcare, shelter, and food to deal with urgent cases after the disaster. Finally, there are longer-term solutions that are put in place to secure stability. This process leads to economic revival which causes a nation, region, continent, and, in turn, the world to prosper and develop. The United States and its agency USAID depend on this model of globalized prosperity. Global wealth creates U.S. wealth and vice versa. President Kennedy’s original idea that the onus of international goodwill is on the United States still exists due to its economic and political power. The United States has the financial resources and political connections to provide humanitarian assistance in all major disasters. It continues to provide these services for the good of all the world’s citizens and their personal wealth.

The problem lies when USAID, recipient countries, private contractors confuse the intentions of donated dollars and use the funding for temporary financial gain and/or political clout. Humanitarian assistance is designed to bring safety, security, and healthcare to a region acutely directed by a disaster for it to get back to normal or to participate in daily activities that stimulate the economy. The buying and selling of goods are what a capitalistic-based economy needs to thrive. When that stops due to a disaster, the local economy stops, and its effects echo throughout the world. USAID wants to reduce the ripple effect. When all the countries of the Americas function at full-strength, the United States prospers and so does Latin America and the Caribbean. When this fact is distorted by corruption, bureaucracy, political infighting, and violence, no country prospers to its potential.

The recommendation for LAC countries is to continue to receive humanitarian assistance from USAID as they have done since 1961. The assistance is not a donation; it is an investment. Human assistance can be painted as a benevolent gift to taxpayers and recipients of aid. The political spin of humanitarian efforts as charity is good for elections and attitudes towards democracy. However, the U.S. government understands the importance of investment in a region. The feeling of safety and stability brought by humanitarian assistance creates optimism in a country or region in crisis. Communities are more inclined and capable to participate in local, regional, and international markets and, in the end, all foreign and domestic economic indicators rise. The United States of America is
profiting from all its investments including humanitarian assistance. Now, it is time for Latin America and the Caribbean to do the same and become even wealthier and more competitive neighbors.
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